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Was ist Hundetherapie? Was ist Hundeerziehung? - Hilfestellung für das Training mit verhaltensauffälligen Hunden

By : Henry J. Frost


Get on Your Horse: Curing Mounting Problems

By : Keith Hosman

Your horse dances about and tries to keep you from getting into the saddle because he's either scared -- or because there's been a coup in "your little herd of two." This handbook shows you the steps necessary to put an end to this annoying and dangerous habit regardless of its cause. Section I of "Get On Your Horse: Curing Your Mounting Problems" shows you, step-by-step, how to move your horse to the mounting block, to lunge, to give respect -- and to stand rock solid. Section II presents four additional chapters designed to "round out" or "book end" the previous training. Each offers buckets of additional insight into the specific issue at hand, that is, the horse that's begun "dancing"
at the mounting block. (See the Table of Contents for a complete listing.) You will: * Correct the horse that has decided he's in charge, not you * Learn to position your horse no matter which way he moves * Learn to sidepass your horse toward you on the ground * Learn how to lunge your horse * Follow easy exercises to make lasting changes * Cure a situation that could grow dangerous, left unchecked Teach your horse to show respect, to move to the mounting block, to lunge, and to stand rock solid with this DIY roadmap to the methods of John Lyons written by Certified Trainer Keith Hosman.

**The Guide to Owning a Hedgehog**

By : **Audrey Pavia**

As hedgehogs continue to become increasingly popular pets, so does the demand for the latest information about the proper care of these unusual little animals. The most current information on all aspects of hedgehog care, including housing, feeding, special nutritional needs, and health care can now be found in one informative and expertly written guide. The Guide to Owning a Hedgehog is a handy reference for the first-time hedgehog owner as well as the more experienced enthusiast.

**The Sneeze-Free Cat Owner**

By : **Diane Morgan**

This useful book demonstrates how to choose the perfect hypoallergenic cat breed, control and manage the home environment, and devise an allergy management plan to help cat lovers live a sneeze-free life with their feline friends.

**Culture Clash**

By : **Jean Donaldson**

The most thought provoking book ever written on dog behavior and training. Generations of dogs have been labeled training-lemons for requiring actual motivation when all along they were perfectly normal. Numerous other completely and utterly normal dogs have been branded as canine misfits simply because they grew up to act like dogs. Barking, chewing, sniffing, licking, jumping up and occasionally, (just like people), having arguments, is as normal and natural for dogs as wagging tails and burying bones. However, all dogs need to be taught how to modify their normal and natural behaviors to adjust to human culture. Sadly, all to often, when the dog's way of life conflicts with human rules and standards, many dogs are discarded and summarily put to death. That's quite the Culture Clash.

**From Shelter To Service Dog: A Practical Guide To Behavioral Rehabilitation**

By : **Rick Dillender**

"From Shelter To Service Dog - A Practical Guide To Behavioral Rehabilitation" is a practical guide for creating a calm, stable state of mind in your dog that allows access to rehabilitation and advanced training. The information presented here is the culmination of years of experience working with hundreds of families for various issues. This method is also the foundation of our Service Dog training programs for a wide range of disabilities, including autism, PTSD, epilepsy, diabetes, mobility needs and others. Understanding how to create stable behavior and attitudes in a dog is a necessary part of a healthy relationship, whether adopting a new pet, training a Service Dog or working to resolve a severe behavioral issue. Shaping behavior is about understanding that dogs have needs that have to be filled for them to give stable behavior back. Once their needs are addressed, excitement, stress and anxiety can be resolved to provide access to new behaviors.
**The Nano-Reef Handbook**

By: Chris Brightwell

Any reef aquarium that contains less than 15 gallons of water is considered a nano-reef aquarium. These tiny ecosystems are almost as popular in the fishkeeping community as full-size marine aquarium setups, and with the proper information and tools, they can be set up and maintained by aquarists at any level of the hobby. The wide range of topics covered in this guide include the importance of water quality and tips on maintaining stable water parameters; components of a nano-reef and how to choose the appropriate aquarium, lighting, and accessories for a tank; which fish and invertebrates are best for these types of tanks; and much, much more. For a reef enthusiast looking for a new challenge or any up-and-coming fish hobbyist, nano-reef aquarium are a stunningly beautiful option. The Nano-Reef Handbook contains all the information necessary to get started.

**Simple Guide Marine Aquariums**

By: Jeff Kurtz

The fundamental beliefs about keeping marine aquariums have changed. Once thought to be far too difficult for mere mortals, a successful marine aquarium is now well within the grasp of any interested hobbyist. One of the biggest reasons for the increased emphasis on saltwater fishes and invertebrates in aquarium hobby is that technological advances in aquarium equipment, coupled with advances in knowledge about marine biology, have made the keeping of marine animals of all types easier than it has ever been before. The tanks themselves are better, synthetic sea salts are better, filtration equipment is better, and lighting systems are better. These improvements add up to making it much simpler than it once was for aquarium hobbyists to reap the rewards that the marine end of the aquarium hobby can bring---including actually being able to set up a miniature coral reef and enjoy its fascinating, colorful diversity of life forms.

**Trick Training for Cats**

By: Christine Hauschild

A book for anybody who wants to nurture their cat's talents and relieve their tame tiger's boredom The trick with the click! Cats are clever animals and are often hopelessly under-stimulated in the daily grind of indoor life. This book shows cat owners how to nurture their cat both in body and mind and how to teach them a variety of different tricks and exercises using clicker training in a cat-friendly way. Great fun for owner and cat!

**Wer denken will, muss fühlen**

By: Elisabeth Beck

Trainingstechnik sucht und findet.
Doctor’s Best is a science-based nutritional supplement company, offering more than 200 products, most made with branded ingredients that are thoroughly researched, manufactured to the highest quality standards, and rigorously tested every step of the way from raw materials to finished product.
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